FOR SIBLINGS ONLY
Winter, 2009
FROM THE EDITOR:
Happy Winter! Happy Snow! And Happy Valentine‛s Day! I hope you are enjoying
these winter months and are having fun in school, too. Have you ever had a chance
to tell your class about your brother or sister who needs extra help to learn?
Patrick Walther is 8 years old and he did just that for his classmates at the
beginning of the school year. Patrick gave everyone a lesson about his sister who
has Rett syndrome. What a great way to teach everyone in your class about
disabilities. I think you will like reading all about Patrick and his sister Sarah in
our story this month. You‛ll also find out more about Rett syndrome in Special

Definitions.
Do you need an idea of something fun to do with your sister or brother? Why not
try to make cookies together! You‛ll find a great cookie recipe inside that you mix
with your hands – no spoons needed! Turn to the Calling All Kids section inside to
make some Valentines for your family. If you have a special activity you like to do
with your brother or sister who needs extra help to learn, write and tell us about
it. Next month, I‛d like to share your story in For Siblings Only!
Susan Levine
Editor
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Special Trips and Extra Worries
By Patrick Walther and Susan Levine

Hi! My name is Patrick Walther. I am 8 years old
and in second grade. My sister, Sarah, is 10 years
old. She should be in 5th grade, but she goes to a
private school for kids with disabilities. Sarah has
Rett syndrome which is a disability that usually only
happens to girls. Sarah seemed to start out like a
typical baby, but then she began to have trouble
learning. This is what happens to girls who are born
with Rett syndrome. Sarah can‛t walk or talk, but
every now and then, a word might come out like
“Mom,” “Dad,” or “Pop Pop.” She can‛t eat like we do.
Sarah is fed through something called a g-tube in
her stomach. Because she has trouble chewing and swallowing, she drinks a special
formula which goes right into the tube in her stomach rather than through her
mouth. Sarah also has trouble using her hands to play or hold things. That‛s one of
the problems girls with Rett syndrome have.
Because Sarah has feeding problems and because she needs a wheelchair to get
around, a nurse named Jenny comes some days to help her. Sometimes Sarah holds
her breath and we have to remind her to breathe. We have oxygen in the house
just in case she needs it. Sarah also has seizures and she takes special medicine
for this. Jenny knows what Sarah wants or needs. She can tell when Sarah just
doesn‛t look right. My parents are good at knowing what my sister needs, too.
Having a sister like Sarah is well worth it, because we have gotten to take a couple
of special trips because of her. We went on a “Make-a-Wish” trip to Disney World
and we went on a cruise to the Bahamas, too. I loved doing those special things! In
Disney World, we even got to go to the head of the lines for the rides because of
Sarah!
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The lousy part of having a sister like Sarah is that I often have to go with Mom
and Sarah to the doctor. It can be really boring spending all that time in the
waiting room! Because of all of Sarah‛s medical problems, I sometimes don‛t get
enough attention and I feel jealous. But Mom says that even if she is busy with
Sarah, she‛ll always have time for me.
At the beginning of this school year, I spoke in front of
my whole class and told them all about my sister and
Rett syndrome. They were all very interested. Some
of my friends have met my sister, and they are all fine
with her. A child in my school in kindergarten also had
a g-tube, so the kids in my class got to know about this.
I explained to my class that you can‛t catch Rett
syndrome. It‛s not like a cold or a virus. People with Rett syndrome are born with
it, even if you don‛t see their problems with learning at first.
I don‛t really spend much time with Sarah, because there isn‛t very much that she
can do. I say “Hi” and “Bye” to her when I come and go from school and activities,
but that‛s about it. Sarah spends most of her time in our family room. She likes to
watch TV and her favorite show is “Hannah Montana.” I can tell she likes it because
she makes a happy face.
I hope they find a cure for Rett syndrome one day. If they don‛t, it would be very
sad. I sometimes worry when Sarah gets sick, or if anyone else in the family gets
sick, because we all care about family. I like Sarah for the person she is, and I like
my life just the way it is. Someday, I hope we get to go on another great trip, all
because of Sarah!

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1.) What does Patrick like the best about having a sister like Sarah?
2.) What does Patrick think is the worst thing about having a sister like Sarah?
3.) What are some of the things Patrick told us about Rett syndrome?
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4.) Patrick has a hard time figuring out what to do with his sister. What do you
like to do with your brother or sister who needs extra help to learn?

FOCUS ON FEELINGS:
Patrick shared such a good story about his sister, Sarah! Sarah seems to have
many medical problems, and a lot of trouble with learning. Because she can‛t really
talk, or use her hands to hold things or play, Patrick and Sarah can‛t do much
together. So Sarah spends her time in the family room and Patrick is busy with
school and sports and his DVDs and video games.
When you have a brother or sister like Sarah, finding things to
do together is very hard. Some students with siblings with
many learning and medical problems have found that just saying
“hello” or singing a song to their sibling can bring a smile. Some
kids with disabilities like hugs and tickling, or feeling soft, furry
stuffed animals by their face. Sitting together and watching a
TV show or listening to music can be a way to be with your
brother or sister. It‛s not exactly like playing, but it can feel
good to have some “family” time. And usually, the child who has problems learning
really likes the attention, even if he or she can‛t exactly tell you that. There are
always fun activities listed in the Brother/Sister Things To Do section of this
newsletter. One of them might work for your brother or sister. Even if they need
a lot of help to be part of the activity, you might find that it‛s something you can
enjoy together.
Patrick is so comfortable with the differences with his sister. While it might seem
unusual to others, it‛s just a typical family to Patrick! Do you feel that way too
about your special family? Because Patrick knows a lot about Rett syndrome, he
can tell others all about it. What a great idea it was for Patrick to tell his class
about Rett syndrome. Patrick was happy that the children were so interested! He
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was able to answer some of their questions so they would feel more comfortable if
they ever met Sarah. Patrick even says that his friends are fine with Sarah when
they do come to the house to play.
Having a sister like Sarah means there are more things for Patrick to worry about.
He worries when Sarah is sick and he really hopes they can find a cure for Rett
syndrome one day. But there are also times when Patrick feels jealous. He needs
attention, too!
The important thing to remember when you have a brother or sister, who is sick or
has trouble learning, is that your parents will always make time for you! When they
are very busy with your sister or brother, they may not notice if you seem a bit
upset or angry. So, the best thing to do is to be sure to tell them! You can do this
a couple of different ways:
·

You can talk to them and tell them you need some time to
talk. You might want to pick a time when they can listen
better, like when you are driving together in the car or
just before bed.

·

You can leave a special note on their pillow or in another
special place asking to make a date to get together.

·

You can say I‛m feeling jealous or lonely or worried right
now!

While mom or dad might not be about to drop everything right that minute to
spend time with you, they would probably be happy to set some time aside later in
the day or later in the week to talk or do something special with you. You can ask
questions and talk about how you feel. You‛ll feel better, and mom and dad will feel
better, too!
Thank you, Patrick, for sharing your story with For Siblings Only! We loved
hearing all about you and Sarah, and your special vacations too!
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BROTHER/SISTER THINGS TO DO:
Are you looking for something fun to do with your brother or sister? Here are two
ideas for you to think about. The first is an idea for indoor fun, and the second is
an idea for a cold, snowy outdoor adventure! Read the ideas and pick the one just
right for the two of you. Ask mom or dad for help in getting everything set up and
then enjoy!

1.)

Make cookies! Use this activity as a chance for you and your sibling to feel a
lot of different textures. As you add each ingredient, mix the dough using
your fingers. Let your brother or sister feel the flour, the oatmeal, and the
mushy feeling of butter and dough squeezing between your fingers! Talk
about how it feels. If your sibling can help more, take turns measuring and
pouring the ingredients.

You can use any cookie recipe, or you can try the one below: Check first to
make sure there are no food allergies and remember to get messy and use
your hands!
OATMEAL COOKIES

3 sticks softened butter
3 1/2 cups old fashioned oatmeal
1 ½ cups brown sugar
1 cup flour
1 ½ tsp baking powder
1 tsp cinnamon

Pour everything in the bowl. Mash it up with your hands. Make small balls of
dough and place on cookie sheet. Bake for 10 minutes at 350 degrees. Cool for
15 minutes and then eat them up! Talk about how good the cookies smell and
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how they taste. When you‛re all finished cooking and eating, you can wash the
dishes together with a little help from an adult. Dishwashing liquid makes great
bubbles!

2.)

Here‛s an outdoor adventure for children who are lucky enough to live where
it snows. Bundle up and go outside to make a snowy
adventure! If your brother or sister can walk, stomp a path
in the fresh snow and have her follow your footprints. (Mom
or Dad may need to help with this.) Then let her make a path
and you play “follow the footprints.” If your sibling can‛t walk,
pull her along your path on a sled. Remember your hats and
mittens!

If you live where it‛s warmer, you can play “follow the
footprints” on a sandy beach, too. Or after it rains and the
sidewalk starts to dry, get your boots wet in a puddle and track
wet footprints to follow. Remember to take turns. Use a wagon
or a stroller for your sibling if she can‛t walk or if she gets tired easily.

SPECIAL DEFINITIONS:
Some brothers or sisters have delays or learning problems but the doctors can‛t
really explain why. In other children, they can find a reason for the problems. The
reason for the problem is something called a diagnosis. When the doctors examine
a child with learning challenges or delays, they might notice certain things that
remind them of other children they have seen or read about in medical books. If
the child has enough things in common with a child in a medical book, the doctor
might give the child a kind of diagnosis called a syndrome. You might have heard
about a syndrome called Down Syndrome, but you probably haven‛t heard about
these two syndromes….
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Angelman Syndrome:
Angelman syndrome was named after the doctor who
first noticed it, Dr. Harry Angelman. People with Angelman
syndrome have a lot of trouble learning. They do not speak
and often have seizures and problems sleeping. Children with
Angelman syndrome understand a lot, though they can‛t
always show us. Because they have a stiff jerky way of
walking and a very happy personality, it is sometimes called
the Happy Puppet Syndrome.
Rett Syndrome:
Rett syndrome is a problem with the brain that almost always only happens in girls.
Girls with Rett syndrome usually start out looking like normal babies, but after the
first 6-18 months, they start to show developmental delays. They usually do not
talk and they have trouble using their hands to play and do things. Girls with Rett
do understand some directions even though they can‛t talk. They often put their
hands in their mouths, clap and move their hands together as if they are washing
them. Girls with Rett syndrome may also have seizures and difficulty walking, and
they may have trouble eating and swallowing.

LET‛S VISIT THE LIBRARY:
Winter is a great time to curl up with a good book! There are many books that help
us understand what it might be like to have trouble learning or doing things the way
everybody else does. Here are two good books for you to look for the next time
you visit the library…….

MY FRIEND WITH AUTISM: A COLORING BOOK FOR PEERS AND
SIBLINGS by Beverly Bishop
This coloring book shows some of the things that
children with autism might experience and helps
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explain some of the behavior that siblings and other children in the classroom and
the neighborhood might notice.

WHEN MOLLY WAS IN THE HOSPITAL: A BOOK FOR BROTHERS AND
SISTERS OF HOSPITALIZED CHILDREN by Debbie Duncan
Anna‛s little sister has to go in the hospital and have an
operation. Anna worries that somehow she made her
sister get sick. She worries and feels lonely when she
is at home with her grandparents while her parents are
in the hospital with her sister. Later, Anna gets to go
to special meetings at the hospital for brothers and
sisters, and she helps out with her sister‛s therapy
sessions. If your brother or sister ever has to spend
time in the hospital, you will like reading this book!

CALLING ALL KIDS:
Because it‛s almost Valentine‛s Day, you can make up nice Valentines for people in
your family. Fill in the hearts on the next page with a special message for the
special people in your family! Add some stickers and maybe some lace, and turn the
hearts into your own very special Valentines. Your mom and dad and your sister or
brother who needs extra help to learn will be so surprised and happy!
Would you like to share a drawing you made or a photo of you and your brother or
sister? You can mail it to For Siblings Only, 35 Haddon Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ
07702, or you can e-mail it to slevine@frainc.org. Put your name on the drawing or
photo if you mail it and we will return it to you. The other readers of For Siblings
Only would love to see your pictures!
“For Siblings Only” newsletter is published in print and online with partial funding from the
Monmouth County Board of Freeholders.
We thank the Page Hill Foundation for its support to mail these quarterly newsletters.
“For Siblings Only” is partially funded by The Bell Family and Monmouth Park Charity Fund.
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Mom,
One of the things that is special
about you
is____________________
____________________________
____
____________________________

To my Sister,
One of the things that is special
about you
is____________________
____________________________
____
____________________________
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Dad,
One of the things that is special
about you
is____________________
____________________________
____
____________________________

To my Brother,
One of the things that is special
about you
is____________________
____________________________
____
____________________________
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Your name_______________________________________ Age___________
Address_______________________________________________________
Your sibling‛s name_________________________________ Age___________
Disability_______________________________________________________
Thanks for reading For Siblings Only and for writing back to us too! Look for your next issue of
this newsletter in your mailbox in the Spring!

DID YOU KNOW?
Family Resource Associates, Inc. also has another newsletter called Sibling Forum
for kids who have a brother or sister with a disability. Sibling Forum is written for
siblings aged 10 and older. So if you feel you are too old for this newsletter, send us
and e-mail or a note and we will put you on the mailing list for Sibling Forum. You can
also download copies of the newsletter at the following website: www.frainc.org.
Call to receive information on our Sibling Support Group Meetings for Siblings
ages 4 - 9…Held at FRA in Shrewsbury, usually the last Thursday of each month at
4:00. RSVP to FRA.
Happy Valentines Day!
“For Siblings Only”
A Newsletter for brothers and sisters of children with disabilities
Editor: Susan P. Levine
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